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Abstract
This is an investigation of forecasting stock returns using
geneticprogramming.
Wefirst test the hypothesisthat genetic
programming
is equally successful in predicting series producedby data generating processes of different structural
complexity.After rejecting the hypothesis, we measurethe
complexity,of thirty-twotimeseries representingfour different frequenciesof eight stock returns. Thenusing symbolic
regression, it is shownthat less complexhighfrequencydata
are morepredictable than morecomplexlow frequencyreturns. Althoughno forecasts are generatedhere, this investigation providesnewinsights potentially useful in predicting
stockprices.
1. Introduction
Genetic programming (or GP) is a search technique
useful in finding a symbolic structural modelthat characterizes the dynamicalbehaviorof sequential data sets.
This technique may be employed to predict stock returns. Returns-- In (Pt / PH), wherePt is a stock’s closing price at the end of the current period and Pt-, is its
closing price at the end of the previous period. Although GP seems logical and may in fact - under
proper circumstances - yield a best-fit equation to describe the dynamical process generating a time series,
its success in predicting series with different complexities has received little attention. Themotivationfor our
research is the unique behavior and nature of stock
prices. Giventheir high volatility, it is essential to investigate the effect of relative complexityon relative
predictability of such series. In this paper, an attempt is
madeto establish such interdependencefirst using artificially generated data with knownbut different complexities. If such interdependenceexists, then successful prediction of stock returns is dependent on their
complexity. Accordingly, before using GPto model the
dynamicsof stock returns their complexityis measured.
It is conceivable that complexity of stock returns is
dependent on their frequency. The term "frequency" is
used here to meanthe numberof times the percentage
price change (or return) is calculated within a given
time period.
Returns measured at four frequencies of eight Dow
Jones stocks are included in this study. Each stock is
represented by four data sets: twoof relatively low frequencies, and two of relatively high frequencies. Traditionally, financial market analysts investigate timestamped returns. The most commonlyinvestigated fre-

quency is daily data. Fewinvestigate intradally data
such as hourly. The two low frequencies investigated in
this study are returns time-stampedevery half-hour and
every ten minutes. High frequency returns are calculated using minute-to-minuteprices and at every price
change. For a typical DowJones stock that trades thousands of times a day and with its price changing more
than once a minute, higher frequency returns may be
more predictable and therefore easier to model. Low
frequency returns miss too manyprice movementsand
maybe difficult to model. Chenand Yeh (1997) use
time-variant and non-parametric approach to estimate
volatility. The methodestimates volatility by taking
structural changes into account. Structural changes include external factors not related to the normaldynamics of price movements.External factors are typically
breaking news concerning individual companies such
as earnings reports or general economicnews affecting
future interest rates that affect stock prices. Their (Chen
and Yeh’s) work is appropriate and fits investigating
daily stock returns whenstructural changes are apt to
occur. Also appropriate and fitting to investigate daily
returns is a study by Fernandez and Ever (1997) who
evaluate the effects of external influencing factors on
profitability. However,structural changes maynot occur in very short periods. For example, there maybe no
structural changes for an individual stock when observing trades of less than a two-dayperiod. Thus, this
investigation provides an alternative methodto analyze
time-series returns for time-periods too short for external influencing factors to affect structure. If external
factors do change, new models must be developed to
capture their effects.
This is not the first study that investigates the use of
GPin predicting time-series with differing levels of
complexity. Prior studies include Fogel and Fogel
(1996), Hiden et ai. (1997), Jonsson and Barklund
(1996), Mulloy and Savit (1996), Oakley (1992),
Oakley (1996). This study is similar to those in attempting to model nonlinear chaotic and noisy data.
This paper differs insofar as it endeavorsto establish a
link between a series’ measurable complexity and the
ability of GPto model its dynamics. The degree to
which this linkage can be established indicates the degree to which GPcan be used to predict stock market
data.
The GPpackage used in this study is AndySingleton’s GPQuick(1995), written in C++. Preliminary
investigations found that GPQuickproduces more reli-
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able results than other GPsystems. The GPQuickcode
to perform symbolic regressions was modified to accept
time-series as input files and produceoutput files containing an equation describing the data structure.
The plan of this investigation is as follows: First, a
relationship betweendata generating processes’ levels
of complexityand the ability of symbolicregressions to
find their possible dynamicalstructures is established.
This is accomplished by evaluating the performance of
symbolic regressions in identifying the dynamical
structures of artificially generateddata sets with known
characteristics and complexities. Complexityis quantified using a method developed by Kaboudan(1998).
The results indicate that complexityand predictability
using GPare inversely related. Following the same
logic, complexity and predictability of stock data are
analyzed. A brief conclusion based on the small sample
of stock returns investigated is made.
2. Linking Complexitywith Predictability
In forecasting time-series, we assess the hypothesis that
a lower complexity data generating process enjoys correspondingly greater predictability of its process dynamics. To test this hypothesis, eight sets of artificial
data from structures with knowncharacteristics are
generated. These include time-series data generated
from linear, linear-stochastic, nonlinear, nonlinearchaotic, nonlinear-stochastic, and randomprocesses.
Time-series data are a sequence of observed values Y.
that are a function of previous values of the samevariable, or
Y, = f(Y,_,,Y,_2,...,Y,_.,6,),
(I)
wheret = 1, 2,T time periods, n is an integer < T, and ¢
is noise. (In this study T = 100 and n = 12.) The eight
data generating processes investigated in this study are:
I. A simple linear model: The Ozaki equation (Tong,
1990, p. 76) - OZ:

Y, = 1.8708Y,-I - Y,-2,
2.

(2)

A nonlinear chaotic function otten cited in chaos
theory: The logistic map(Grassberger and Procaccia, 1983) - LG:

Y, = 4 Y,_, (1 - Y,_,),

(3)

3. A nonlinear chaotic function also widely studied in
chaos theory: The Henon map (Grassberger and Procaccia, 1983) - HN:
Y, = 0.3 Y,-2 + 1 - 1.4 Y,:_,,
(4)
4. A simple nonlinear trigonometric function - TF:
Y, =3.9 sin Y,_, +0.85 cos Y,-2,
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(5)

5. A difference equation with complex roots: Exponentially weightedcoefficients function (Tong, 1990, p.
71) - EF:
Y, = (1.43 - 4.5 -r?-’ ) Y,-2,
(6)
6. A second order autoregressive model: AR2model AR:

Y, = 0.6 + 0.15 Y,-2 + 8,,

(7)

7. A generalized autoregressive modelwith conditional
heteroscedasticity: GARCH(1,1):
(Hsieh, 1989) -

(8)
h, = 1 + 0.25y2_,+ 0.7 h,_,
8. A pseudo-randomdata set with Ganssian characteristics - GS. This was generated using the statistical
software package RATS.
Symbolicregression is technique for identifying a
formula that accurately describes the dynamics of a
time-series. Such an equation is best insofar as it
maximizes a given fitness function. The program is
given a set of sequential data, the dependentvariable, to
modeland predict. It is also given possible explanatory
variables (terminals) along with a set of operators
(arithmetic functions). For time series, the explanatory
variables are histories of the dependent variables as
shownin equation (1) above. The operators included
the selected programare addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, logarithmic, trigonometric, exponential, and square root functions. Table 1 illustrates the
GPQuickparameters used to effect our symbolic regression runs. The technique used here is very similar
to Koza (1992)whoprovides several symbolic regression examples.
Before using any forecasting technique to search for
the underlying data generating process or DGP,it is
logical to measure the complexity of that DGPfirst.
Kaboudan(1998) measured complexity using a twostep procedure.A series Y is filtered fromlinearity first
using an autoregressive modelwith lag determined according to the AICcriterion. The proportion of variation in the data resulting froma linear process, if any, is
measuredby the R2 statistic from the filtering process.
Complexityof the linear-free or filtered data is then
measuredby 0. Thestatistic is a ratio of the correlation
dimensionmeasureof the nonlinear series (after filtering) to the dimensionafter that series is randomlyshuffled. Its idea is based on the notion that shuffling ordered data from a deterministic DGPdismembers its
structure and increases its dimensionality. A measure
value close to zero indicates low complexity, while that
approaching one indicates high complexity.

Table I
Specifications for GPQuick
Configuration Files
Generations
Populations
Error
Sample
Terminals
Max.expression
[nit. Expression
Mutation rate
Cross self
Unrestrict. Wt.
Cross. Wt.
Mut. Wt.
Mute node Wt.
Muteconst. Wt.
Muteshrink st.
Copy Wt.
Select. Method
Toum. Size
Mate radius
Kill toum.
Max. age

100,000
1,000
0.00001
100
12
50
6
100
1
70
100
30
100
100
100
I0
4
7
500
2
2,000

Table 2 contains results on the data from the eight
known structures. The information in the first row
identifies each function. The complexity metrics follow. The rest of the Table contains symbolic regression
2fitness measure results. Fitness is measured using g
and sum of squared error or SSE. To obtain the best
symbolic regression for each set of data, GPQuickwas
run 100 times. Results of the fittest equation and the
average of the top 25%are reported for each tested
function. The results in the Table clearly showthat an
inverse relationship exists betweencomplexityand predictability. The simple linear or nonlinear functions (the
first five) have low complexity and are very predictable. The linear-stochastic function is not as simple
eventhoughits linear filtering indicates simplicity. The

residuals after filtering are pure noise. Oncenoise tarnishes an existing signal, complexityincreases and predictability becomesmoredifficult. The level of noise in
the nonlinear-stochastic GARCH
data is so high; the
data is almost as unpredictable as the Gaussianrandom.
The Gaussian data is most complexof all and is least
predictable.
3. Evaluating Predictability of Stocks Returns
This Section contains application of the methodologyin
the previous Section to stock returns. Stock data for six
months on CD-ROM
were obtained from the TAQDatabase produced by the NewYork Stock Exchange, Inc.
The six months are October 1996 through March 1997.
The eight DowJones stocks selected and represented
by four frequencies each are Boeing (BA), General
Electric (GE), IBM, Sears (S), AT&T(T), Wall
(WMT), and Exxon (XON). Table 3 summarizes
results. They are consistent with someanomalies. Although the relationship between complexity and predictability seemsfairly consistent, the highest Rz statistics are not consistent with the complexity ones. For
example, IBM is least complex while WMT
is most
predictable for 30-minutereturns. For 10-minute data,
Sears returns are least complexbut least predictable.
Wall Mart returns are most predictable even though
they appear fairly complex.Suchinconsistencies disappear whenobserving the averages or meanR2 statistics.
Since GP is a random search mechanism, it is only
natural to find the highest R2 statistics inconsistent
while the means consistent. The averages are more important here. They show that GPwas superior in predicting PCRsrelative to any of the time-stamped returns including one-minutedata. Giventhat this investigation involves only a small sampleof stocks, there is
needto investigate a larger sampleto obtain statistically
irrefutable conclusions. Yet these results suggest that it
may be possible to actually invest profitably in the
stock market based on predictions using GPfor stocks
that do not trade often. Stocks investigated in this study
normally trade often and price changes are frequent.

Table2
Complexity Versus Predictability of Functions with KnownComplexity
Function
Complexity:
Linear Filter
0
Predictability:
~
Highest R
Mean R"
SSE

OZ

LG

HN

TF

EF

AR

GR

GS

R~ 0.87
0.31

0.00
0.39

0.27
0.54

0.00
0.50

0.00
0.51

0.72
0.99

0.00
0.92

0.00
1.01

0.3826
0.3235
1,064.75

0.3191
0.2559
61.600

1.000
0.9977
0.0000

0.9951
0.9917 0.9998
0.9728
0.8211
0.9951 0.9569 0.9864 0.9053
0.7561
0.0103
0.4055 0.1693
15.404
60.201
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The average numberof price changes in a given hour is
about 200, or a price-change every three seconds.
Analysis of the complexity metrics confirms GP’s
forecasting ability. Clearly the complexityindex 0 for
PCRsis muchlower on the average than all the rest
with one exception, WMT.
However,the linear filtering
R2 for that stock wasfairly high. This tells us that these
2returns are the result of an almost linear process. TheR
statistic from GPprediction is a confirmation of such

simplicity or predictability.
Further, WMT
returns
taken every minute display low complexity. Their complexity is only 0.19 which means that the data is the
result of a nonlinearprocess. Since the linear filter R2 =
0.30, then the generating process is a combination of
2linear-nonlinear processes. This mayexplain the low R
from GPprediction. All other results are consistent
with logical expectations about the relationship betweencomplexityand predictability.

Table 3
Complexity Versus Predictability
Function
30-Minute:
Complexity:
Linear Filter
0
Predictability:
Highest R"
~
Mean R
SSE

BA

GE

GM

IBM

S

T

WMT

XON

W 0.07
0.92

0.03
0.63

0.49
0.80

0.46
0.36

0.01
0.93

0.08
0.67

0.07
0.88

0.47
0.81

0.34
0.27
10.42

0.32
0.26
9.42

0.38
0.26
! 0.41

0.43
0.26
25.11

0.35
0.29
7.22

0.60
0.39
27.82

0.43
0.28
5.77

0.05
0.91

0.04
0.87

0.02
0.96

0.02
0.63

0.07
0.90

0.06
0.89

0.01
0.89

0.34
0.28
1.92

0.52
0.42
5.22

0.33
0.24
6.30

0.28
0.20
4.60

0.34
0.21
5.66

0.73
0.60
12.91

0.53
0.42
2.17

0.10
1.48

0.13
0.31

0.21
0.91

0.11
0.31

0.45
0.68

0.30
0.19

0.11
0.58

0.42
0.33
0.47

0.26
0.22
2.59

0.34
0.26
0.73

0.25
0.22
2.33

0.48
0.35
2.25

0.44
0.28
5.25

0.38
0.25
0.66

0.59
0.18

0.54
0.32

0.28
0.44

0.42
0.24

0.59
0.35

0.83
0.80

0.56
0.41

0.79
0.75
0.38

0.72
0.69
1.89

0.54
0.46
0.60

0.78
0.76
1.16

0.62
0.54
6.68

0.96
0.92
!.09

0.71
0.64
0.64

0.53
0.31
7.58

10-Minute:
Complexity:
Linear Filter R" 0.04
0.89
0
Predictability:
Highest R’
0.43
’Mean R
0.36
SSE
1.74
1-Minute:
Complexity:
Linear Filter R’ 0.12
0.90
0
Predictability:
~
Highest R
0.53
zMean R
0.44
SSE
5.86
PCRs:
Complexity:
Linear Filter R’ 0.32
0.27
0
Predictability:
~
Highest R
0.70
Mean R"
0.62
SSE
0.68
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4. Conclusion
This paper presented analysis of stock returns’ complexity that led to determiningtheir predictability. In
today’s fast pace markettrading, daily price changes
are too manyfor any modelto trace back the sourceof
changefrom one day to the next. This study suggests
that price-change returns are most predictable when
using genetic programming.GPfails to handle data
points that miss too manyobservationscritical to determining the real DGP.GPseemsto perhaps outperformall other availableforecastingtechniques.Benefits
fromusing GPare enhancedby selecting the appropriate frequencyto analyze. Theseresults invite much
neededanalysis to determinethe optimumforecasting
conditionsfor data sensitive to the naturein whichdata
is gathered.
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